Dear Tim Price:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. UT00200000115D

This letter obligates $40,858 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2015, representing the project’s interim obligation for the month of January 2015. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2015](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2015)

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA). Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Kerry Bate:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. UT00300000115D

This letter obligates $18,659 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2015, representing the project’s interim obligation for the month of January 2015. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2015

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA). Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Kerry Bate
Executive Director
Housing Authority of the County of Salt Lake
3595 S MAIN Street
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84115-4434

Dear Kerry Bate:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. UT00300000215D

This letter obligates $13,617 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2015, representing the project’s interim obligation for the month of January 2015. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2015

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA). Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Kerry Bate:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter. Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. UT00300000315D

This letter obligates $26,060 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2015, representing the project’s interim obligation for the month of January 2015. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2015

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA). Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Kerry Bate:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter. Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. UT00300000415D

This letter obligates $42,396 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2015, representing the project’s interim obligation for the month of January 2015. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2015

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA). Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Kerry Bate
Executive Director
Housing Authority of the County of Salt Lake
3595 S MAIN Street
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84115-4434

Dear Kerry Bate:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. UT00300000515D

This letter obligates $28,772 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2015, representing the project’s interim obligation for the month of January 2015. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2015

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA). Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Terry Feveryear  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Salt Lake City  
1776 S WEST TEMPLE  
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84115

Dear Terry Feveryear:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. UT00400040115D

This letter obligates $20,970 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2015, representing the project’s interim obligation for the month of January 2015. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2015

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA). Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Terry Feveryear:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. UT00400040215D

This letter obligates $19,221 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2015, representing the project’s interim obligation for the month of January 2015. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2015](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2015)

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA). Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Terry Feveryear:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. UT00400040515D

This letter obligates $9,956 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2015, representing the project’s interim obligation for the month of January 2015. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2015

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA). Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Max Anderson:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter. Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. UT00600000115D

This letter obligates $1,918 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2015, representing the project’s interim obligation for the month of January 2015. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2015.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all the terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA). Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Jeremy Runia  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of the City of Provo  
650 W 100 N  
PROVO, UT 84601-2632

Dear Jeremy Runia:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter. Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. UT00700000115D

This letter obligates $36,247 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2015, representing the project’s interim obligation for the month of January 2015. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/°opfnd2015

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA). Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Jan Winborg:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. UT00900000115D

This letter obligates $25,341 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2015, representing the project’s interim obligation for the month of January 2015. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2015

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Jeff Horrocks:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter. Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. UT01500000115D

This letter obligates $5,943 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2015, representing the project’s interim obligation for the month of January 2015. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2015

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA). Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Vic Staley:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. UT01600000115D

This letter obligates $24,701 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2015, representing the project’s interim obligation for the month of January 2015. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2015

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA). Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear DeAnn Christiansen:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. UT02000000115D

This letter obligates $5,388 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2015, representing the project’s interim obligation for the month of January 2015. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2015

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA). Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Michael Barben:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. UT02100000115D

This letter obligates $2,878 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2015, representing the project’s interim obligation for the month of January 2015. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2015

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA). Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs